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Abstract— Privacy become important issue to protect data 

against unauthorized person. The need of providing privacy 

to not only data but also the information of delegators. So to 

make more privacy to data we are making use of new 

technique that is proxy re-encryption which include 

conditional sharing. In Proxy re-encryption, a semi-trusted 

proxy can transform a cipher text to more secure cipher text 

that the receiver can decrypt the data by the key provided to 

them. However, the proxy cannot access the plaintext. 

Privacy to the data in such a way that including data and the 

information related to delegators is stored only on the server 

nowhere else it is available. Cipher policy attribute based 

encryption is a more efficient and flexible as the encrypted 

can control the access structure when encrypting a message. 

Meanwhile, a user can obtain secret keys from multiple 

authorities without releasing is global identifier and attributes 

to them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A new approach that provides crypto-graphically strong 

privacy policy for each delegators, but does leak the 

information about delegator over cloud. In this paper, we 

create a prototype for large amount of data which provide 

privacy to both the sender and receiver information as well as 

the data. In this scenario, we also consider each customer who 

is willing to provide their data to the miner as long as the 

privacy part of their data is protected. By adding the efficient 

cryptographic operations, we can prove that each customer's 

privacy is protected in a strong cryptographic sense. This are 

protected against CCA (Chosen-cipher text attack). In 

previous technology they are providing privacy to the data 

only, but now we are additionally providing privacy to the 

sender and receiver of the data. 

We also consider the case where a proxy colludes 

with delegator to compromise the underlying message and the 

secret key of delegator. The protection of the message is very 

difficult to achieve as the attacker can always try to decrypt 

the corresponding cipher text from the proxy side. The secret 

key of the delegator, however, is possible to be secured. 

For the definition of collusion attacks model, we 

allow an adversary to acquire all re-encryption keys, and the 

adversary wins the game if it outputs a valid secret key of an 

uncorrupted user. We note that our definition is in the 

selective model in which the adversary has to output a target 

identity at the outset of the game.  

As to the security model of anonymity, it is 

complicated in the sense that we categorize the game into two 

sub-games: one is the anonymity for delegator, the other is 

the anonymity of re-encryption key. 

Here we are making use of three technique anonymity, 

multiple receiver update, Conditional sharing. 

 Anonymity 

This technique is provide the privacy in such a way that 

including data delegators sending receiving information is 

also encrypted. Where as in previous technologies they 

providing privacy to the data only but this technique is 

encrypt data as well as they encrypt the delegators 

information by re-encrypting data again and again as it passes 

from proxy to proxy that is even called as proxy re-

encryption. 

 Multiple receiver-update: 

This property is relate to the proxy re-encryption which mean 

that each time when it comes to proxy it re-encrypted in such 

a way that data is protected against multiple recipient so that 

the privacy is maintained. And not only the data is encrypted 

but also the key encryption is also done from proxy to proxy. 

 Conditional sharing: 

This new feature of conditional sharing is help to provide 

more privacy to data such that only which data part is visible 

to which user is applied. 

II. SYSTEM DEFINITION 

A unconditional multi-hop identity based conditional proxy 

Re-encryption scheme Consist of following 

1) (mpk,msk): for security on input basis of key provided 

system generates master public key and master secrete 

key. 

2) Sk(id): keygen(msk,id): on input of master secrete key 

and identity based a encrypted key will be generated. 

3) Rkw,idi→Id’i:  Re-keygen( Idi, sk, id’I, w): re-

encryption of key using identity based with secrete key 

and apply some condition w. 

4) C1,Idi,w: Enc(Idi, w, m): on input and identity based and 

with condition w and message m, output a 1-level cipher 

text C1,Idi,w under identity based and with condition w. 

5) Cl+1,Id’i,w+1: Re-encryp(rkw, Idi→ Id’i, C1,Idi,w): on 

input rkw, Idi→Id’i and an l-level cipher text C1,Idi,w 

under identity Idi and w, output (l + 1)- level cipher text 

Cl+1,Id’I  under identity and w. 

6) m ← Dec(skI Di ,Cl,I Di ,w): on input skI Di , and an l-

level cipher text Cl,I Di ,w under identity Idi and w, 

output a message m or ⊥ for failure, where l ≥ 1, l ∈ N. 

 
Fig. 1: Anonymous multi-hop conditional w using proxy Re-

encryption 
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III. CONCLUSION 

We are enhancing capabilities of encryption in such a way 

that it will be more secure for the delegators to protect their 

data. To improve security we are using proxy re-encryption 

with multi-hop capability. And conditional sharing which 

provide restriction over data security which is even a key 

feature of cipher texting. Conditional sharing is more helpful 

when there are multiple recipient in cloud or big data storage 

this is more helpful for maintaining privacy. And the most 

important thing is anonymity which preserve the identity of 

both sender and receiver. This technique is secure from 

chosen cipher text attack. 
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